Abstract. In this paper we give a class of finite operators of the form A + K, where A € 2(H) and K is compact. These results are used to generalize the theorem of P.R.Halmos 
Introduction
Let £{H) be the algebra of all bounded linear operators on an infinite dimensional complex and separable Hilbert space H.
An operator A 6 £(#) is called finite if || AX -XA -I\\ > 1 for each X G £(H). The class
of finite operators is uniformly closed. It contains every direct sum of a compact and normal operator [8] . For each integer n > 1, iKn = {T € £(#) : T has an n -dimensional reducing subspace}. It is known that iHn C 3(H) for n > 1 where the bar indicates the norm closure of iHn [8] , each of the following conditions is a sufficient conditions for an operator A to belong to 9ti: 1) ||A -XI\\ = r(A -XI) [2, Theorem 8] .
2) A -T + K, where T is hyponormal and K is compact [7, Theorem 2] . In [4] we show that the set of all finite operators is not invariant under similarity. In this paper we prove that every dominant operator is finite and every operator of the form (dominant + compact) is also finite. In addition we find a new class of finite operators which contains the class of operators A G £(#) such that ||yl -XI\\ = r(A-XI) and we prove that every operator of this form + compact is finite. Finally we obtain a new proof of the containment in iHi of the algebra £°° of all multiplication operators on £ 2 and the algebra 1 of all analytic Toeplitz operators. Consequently we obtain the following results:
+ K{H) CZ{H), £°° + K.(H) c ${H)
where JC(H) is the ideal of all compact operators on H. denote respectively the numerical range of 8A,B and the convex hull of <J(8A,B) (the spectrum of 8A,B)-Here we prove this result for a large class of operators A,BE £(ii). A A (A) = the set A 6 C such that there exists a normed sequence (x n ); n € N* for which lim n (A -A)x n = 0 . Proof. Let A 6 a a (A), then there exists a sequence (x n ) such that
Finite operators
Since (A -X)x n -> 0, then (A -X)*x n -> 0.
• • REMARK 1. Theorem 3 generalizes the result given by P.R.Halmos [2] , which asserts that if, ||A -XI\\ = r(A -XI), then A G .
where dist(A,co<x(A) ) is the distance from A to coa(A). 
Proof. It is known [3, p.97] that there exists a *-isometric homomorphism tp and a Hilbert space H (ip : 21 i-• £(#))• Then <p(a) is dominant, ip(a) satisfies £ and <p(a) G il . Since p> is isometric it results from Corollary 6 that a G 5(21). • COROLLARY 9. $(H) contains the following operators: 1) T = A + K, K compact and A dominant 2) T -A + K, K compact and A satisfies £ 3) T = A + K, K compact and Ae il.

Proof. Since the Calkin algebra 93 is a C*-algebra then [A] G S is dominant, [A] satisfies £ and [A] G il . Hence it follows from Theorem 8 that [A] G S"(2l) and we have ||/ -TX-XT\\ > ||[J] -[A][X\ -[X\[A]\\ > ||
T+K(H) C $(H), £°° + K (H) C 3(H).
Numerical ranges
Let A denote a complex Banach algebra with identity e. Let 21 be a C* -algebra with identity and let P(Ql) be the set 
for all X ^ coa(A).
=>) Let A ^ cocr(A)
. We can suppose that the pair (A, A) satisfies
by the transformation A i->aA + ß.
Let W(A) -coa(A), we prove that for all A $_coa{A) we have
It suffices to consider the cases (A, A) satisfies (3.2) . Then for every x € H we have
Since (A -A) is invertible, then for every x € H we have 
Proof. We have W 0 (6A,B ) = {f($A,B ):fe P(£(£(H)))} = {f(L A -R B ):f€P(2(Z(H)))},
it results that 
Generalized finite operators
The present paper initiates a study of a more general class of finite operators defined by Proof. Let (a n ) n , (b n ) n n G N* be two Cauchy's sequences in GF(A), converge respectively to a and to b. We have for all x G A 1 < ||e -(a n x -xb n )|| < ||e -(ax -xb)\\ + ||a n -a|| ||x|| + ||6 n -b\\ ||z||.
Hence for all e > 0, by the choice of n > N e , we get At the end of this paper I would like to thank the referee for his useful remarks.
